1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Thermoresponsive hydrogels are often termed as "soft smart materials"^[@ref1]^ because of their ability to transition between hydrophilic and hydrophobic states as a function of temperature. At temperatures above the material's intrinsic lower critical solution temperature (LCST), the hydrogels expel its water content to form globules. This occurs because hydrophobic constituents of the polymers forming the hydrogel become active with temperature, resulting in thermally induced conformational changes.^[@ref2]^ The process of hydrophilic to hydrophobic transition at LCST is reversible, which enables its usage in carrying and releasing aqueous soluble therapeutics as controlled drug delivery system.^[@ref3],[@ref4]^ In addition to the temperature sensitivity, by virtue of its soft porous nature, hydrogels may be made sensitive to mechanical oscillations/vibrations like those generated from high-frequency RF field, which can rupture and widen the mesh structure if incorporated with magnetic nanostructures (MNS).^[@ref5]^ Thus, the added advantage of such magneto-thermo responsive hydrogels is that the loaded therapeutics could be released due to synergistic effects of both temperature^[@ref6]−[@ref8]^ and magnetic vibrations under the applied RF field^[@ref5]^ (schematic shown in Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Apart from this the role of MNS as MR (magnetic resonance) contrast agent,^[@ref9]^ raising the LCST of hydrogels above physiological conditions are also well-reported.^[@ref10],[@ref11]^

![Schematic illustration showing thermoresponsive hydrogel's structural collapse with RF (thermal) activation of MNS, thereby triggering the release of therapeutic cargo.](am-2014-01067j_0001){#fig1}

Poly(*N*-isopropylacrylamide), (poly(NIPAAm)) is one of the most widely used thermoresponsive polymers due to the proximity of its LCST ∼ 30-32 °C to physiological temperature.^[@ref12]−[@ref15]^ It has thus been used in a wide range of biomedical applications such as drug delivery carriers,^[@ref16],[@ref17]^ tissue engineering scaffolds,^[@ref18]^ cell growth/separation supports,^[@ref19]^ fluorescence thermo-sensing,^[@ref20]^ DNA sensing^[@ref21]^ and water remediation through organic dyes removal^[@ref22]^ among others.^[@ref23]^ Here we demonstrate tailoring of the MNS surface via different ligands conjugation; poly-ethylene glycol (PEG) and polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane (POSS) using reported methods,^[@ref24],[@ref25]^ to enable uniform encapsulation throughout the NIPAAm (*N*-isopropylacrylamide) cross-linking process. The selection of PEG is quite evident as it provides enhanced aqueous stability and prolonged blood circulation to the MNS.^[@ref24],[@ref26],[@ref27]^ POSS on the other hand has a tetrahedral cage-like structure with eight oxygen ions at the corners out of which four interact with surface Fe atoms of Fe~3~O~4~ MNS and other four interact with water molecules and thus expected to provide a high degree of colloidal stability over wide range of pH and ionic strengths.^[@ref25]^

We report the development of spherically shaped nanoscale hybrid hydrogels (∼200 nm) with poly(NIPAAm) and Fe~3~O~4~ MNS (9 or 12 nm) which demonstrate multimodal imaging, remote RF-triggered release of therapeutic cargo and resulting cell death for cancer theranostics (simultaneous therapy and diagnostic application). In particular, we compare the drug release behavior of anti-cancer drug doxorubicin (DOX) under two different conditions: (1) temperature as stimulant for release in a water bath set at 42 ± 2 °C, and (2) RF field as an external stimulant for cargo release involving both magnetic heating and magneto-mechanical vibrations. We further investigated its cell viability using human cervical carcinoma cell lines (HeLa) through RF-triggered release of DOX. Lastly, we report the cellular uptake of these thermoresponsive magnetic hydrogels through STEM (scanning transmission electron microscope) observations; a first direct confirmation of such cellular transfection.

2. Experimental Section {#sec2}
=======================

2.1. Materials {#sec2.1}
--------------

*N*-Isopropylacrylamide (NIPAAm, 97 %), ammonium persulfate (APS, 98%), sodium metabisulfite (SBS, 99%), ferric chloride hexahydrate (FeCl~3~.6H~2~O, ≥ 98%), sodium oleate (≥ 99%), doxorubicin.HCl (DOX, HPLC grade), fluorescein (95%), crosslinker **N,N**′-methylene-bis-acrylamide (MBAAm, 99%), dopamine hydrochloride (dopamine, 98%), poly-ethylene glycol (PEG, mol. wt. 310), PSS hydrate octakistetramethylammonium (POSS), **N,N**′-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC, 99%), *N*-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS, 98%), solvents ethanol, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), chloroform, and 1-octadecane were all purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, USA. All chemicals were directly used without further purification. Megaohm water (18.2 MΩ.cm) was used for all experiments.

2.2. Methods {#sec2.2}
------------

### Magnetic Nanostructure (MNS) Synthesis {#sec2.2.1}

MNS were synthesized using previously reported methods.^[@ref28]^ In brief, 10.8 g of FeCl~3~·6H~2~O and 36.5 g of sodium oleate dissolved in a mixture of 80 mL of ethanol, 140 mL of hexane, and 60 mL of water was refluxed at 70 °C for 4 h to obtain the iron-oleate complex. 5.815 g (ca.) of the obtained iron-oleate complex was dissolved in 40 mL of 1-octadecane and 1.04 mL of oleic acid and the mixture was equilibrated at 25 °C for 10 min and subsequently raised to 318 °C at a ramp rate of 3.3 °C min^−1^. The system was refluxed for next 10 or 15 min to produce hydrophobic crystals of Fe~3~O~4~ with 9 or 12 nm diameters.

### Ligand Replacement by PEG and POSS {#sec2.2.2}

Hydrophobic Fe~3~O~4~ was transferred into water by use of PEG and POSS ligands (schematic illustration shown in Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). PEG-dicarboxylate functionalization^[@ref24]^ was achieved by mixing 80 mg of HOOC-PEG-COOH dissolved in 30 mL of chloroform and 55.8 mg of nitro-dopamine (which is prepared from dopamine according to the reported method (see the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"})) dissolved in 15 mL of DMSO in single-neck flask and sonicated. Subsequently, 49.5 mg of DCC was dissolved and thereafter 100 mg of NaHCO~3~ and 27 mg of NHS were added to it. The entire mixture was purged under N~2~ for 30 s before putting on vigorous stirring for 24 h. About 200 μL of hydrophobic-Fe~3~O~4~ MNS (20 mg mL^--1^) in hexane precipitated out in the mixture of ethyl acetate, and methanol (80:20 v/v) was mixed with this solution and sonicated for 48 h to produce hydrophilic MNS.

![Illustration of chemical stabilization of Fe~3~O~4~-based MNS. (a) Oleic acid functionalization onto the MNS surface, which provides MNS stability in organic solvent due to the interaction of the elongated long-chain aliphatic group. (b, c) POSS and nitro-dopamine PEG-diacid-functionalized MNS, which offer a high degree of aqueous stability due to unsaturated carbonyl and corboxylic groups.](am-2014-01067j_0002){#fig2}

For POSS functionalization,^[@ref25]^ 200 mg of POSS dissolved in 2 mL of water was mixed with 5 mg mL^--1^ oleic acid-Fe~3~O~4~ in hexane, followed by stirring the solution. The obtained PEG and POSS functionalized Fe~3~O~4~ MNS were further dialyzed against ultrapure water for 6 h (molecular wt. cut-off ∼10 kDa) and then collected for synthesis of HGMNS.

### Synthesis of Magnetic Hydrogels: Fe~3~O~4~ MNS Embedded in Hydrogels {#sec2.2.3}

Encapsulation of MNS in poly(NIPAAm) hydrogels was achieved by mixing varying concentrations of MNS (100, 200, and 500 Fe ppm) with NIPAAm monomers in water (361.6 mg, 80 mL). Free radical chain polymerization was initiated with APS addition (9.12 mg, 8 mL water) and catalyzed by SBS (2 mg, 8 mL of water). Reactions were carried in a 250 mL 4-neck flask with vigorous stirring for 5 h under a N~2~ atmosphere. The products were dialyzed against ultrapure water for 5 days. Iron contents in the resultant product were measured using ion coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES).

2.3. Drug Delivery and Cell Cytotoxicity Studies {#sec2.3}
------------------------------------------------

First,fluorescein was chosen to investigate the RF field activated release by fluorescence response and Dox was used to study the cell death behavior via magnetic hydrogel. The fluorescence data were recorded using fluorometric micro-plate reader excited at 490 nm. In brief, for encapsulation 4 mg of sample plus 100 (or 50) μg of DOX (or fluorescein) was properly dispersed/sonicated in 500 μL of water in microcentrifuge tubes in triplicates and maintained at 4 °C for overnight to let the hydrogels swell and entrap the cargo. The obtained sample loaded with cargo was centrifuged and washed thrice with chilled water to separate out the unloaded cargo. The encapsulation/entrapment efficiency (EE), feed weight ratio (FWR), and loading content (LC) were estimated using the formula below:^[@ref29]^For triggered release sample loaded with drug was homogeneously mixed in 3 mL of water and trifurcated into three different microcentrifuge tubes with 1 mL in each. The three tubes were further subjected to water-bath (tube 1, 42 ± 2 °C), RF field (tube 2, 5 kW, 230 kHz, 180 Oe), and control (tube 3, no RF) for 1 h simultaneously. Subsequently all the tubes were centrifuged and supernatant which contains released drug was collected for estimation. The obtained results for release are discussed in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}.

Further based on the previous results, the HGMNS-PEG-12 sample was chosen to demonstrate the cell death efficacy of the hydrogels. To ascertain the dosage for cell treatment, we carried out a detail drug release study using 4 mg of sample loaded with DOX under various thermal conditions. The sample taken in microcentrifuge tube in 500 μL of water was exposed to RF for different durations (1, 2, and 3 h) and kept inside incubator at 37 °C for different time intervals; 24 and 48 h thereafter. The released amounts of DOX were obtained by using fluorescence intensity measurements.

To demonstrate the therapeutic efficacy to cancer cells, the RF-induced cargo release experiments were performed using HGMNS-PEG-12 on human cervical carcinoma (HeLa) cell lines. In brief, 15 000 cells were taken in 5 equiv in 500 μL of media volume in micro-centrifuge tubes. The tubes were labeled as (1) control, (2) HGMNS-12, (3) HGMNS-12 + DOX, (4) HGMNS-12 + DOX + RF, (5) control + RF, respectively. Whereas tube 2 was incubated with 4 mg of sample only, tubes 3 and 4 were incubated with sample loaded with DOX and tube 4 in addition was exposed to RF for 1 h. All the tubes were further plated in 96-well plate by 100 μL in each well sequentially and maintained for 6 h at 37 °C in the incubator. Standard protocol for MTS assay was followed to determine the number of live cells.

2.4. Imaging of Hydrogel's Cellular Uptake {#sec2.4}
------------------------------------------

The imaging of cellular uptake of hydrogels was carried out using STEM (scanning transmission electron microscopy). The sample preparation protocol, in brief, is as follows; HeLa cells grown at a confluence of 80% were incubated with 30 mg HGMNS-PEG-12 for 24 h in T-75 flasks. Thereafter, the cells were trypsinized and washed with PBS (Dulbecco's phosphate-buffered saline, Cellgro Mediatech, Inc., VA) before centrifugation at 400*g* for 5 min. The supernatant was aspirated and 1.5 mL of 2.5% glutaraldehyde (25% aqueous stock solution), 2% formaldehyde (16% aqueous stock solution) (EMS, Electron Microscopy Sciences) in PBS, pH 7.4, were added. After fixation overnight at 4 °C, the samples were rinsed in PBS and in double-distilled water (ddH~2~O) for 15 min each and post fixed in aqueous 2% Osmium tetroxide (EMS) for 1 h. After two rinses in double-distilled water for 15 min each, the specimens were dehydrated sequentially in 25, 50, 75, and 90% ethanol for 20 min each, and two times for 10 min each in 100 % ethanol. After infiltration with a 1:1 mixture of Spurr resin (EMS) and ethanol for 3 h, the samples were infiltrated overnight in pure resin. For polymerization, the samples were transferred into fresh resin in flat embedding molds and polymerized at 60 °C for 48 h. The blocks were sectioned using a diamond knife (Diatome) with an ultramicrotome (UC7, Leica) at a nominal thickness of 70 nm, and the sections were collected on 200 mesh nickel grids dried and observed in a STEM (HD2300-A, Hitachi) with an acceleration voltage of 80 kV.

The iron uptake of HeLa cell lines for the sample HGMNS-PEG-12 was estimated using ICP-MS (inductive coupled plasma-mass spectroscopy). In a typical experiment 24-well plate was harvested with 40 000 cells in each well. After 24 h the cells were properly washed with DPBS (de-ionized phosphate buffer saline) and incubated with samples in amounts of 4, 8, and 16 mg in triplicates and maintained at 37 °C for 24 h under 5 % CO~2~ humidified environment along with control. The cells were further washed with DPBS and trypsinized with 200 μL of trypsin and 200 μL of trypsin inhibitor. The cells were counted once again to obtain an accurate iron per cell count. The samples were then collected in 15 mL of falcon tubes, which were further analyzed for iron estimation using ICP-MS (inductively coupled plasma-mass spectroscopy).

3. Materials Characterizations {#sec3}
==============================

The synthesized samples, both MNS and hydrogels, were characterized for their structural, microstructural, and physical properties. X-ray diffraction, Fourier transform infra-red (FT-IR), and X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) analysis were carried out to confirm the formation of magnetite phase and functionalization of coating molecules over the MNS surfaces, respectively. ^13^C-solid state NMR of synthesized hydrogels (HG) was carried out to confirm the polymerization of NIPAAm. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to confirm the monodisperse formation of MNS while scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) to confirm the shape and size of hydrogels were carried out. To determine the LCST of the hydrogel composite samples change in specific heat (*C*~p~) versus temperature was recorded in the range of 25--60 °C using reported protocol.^[@ref12]^ For sample preparation, a small amount of the aqueous sample was kept at 4 °C for overnight to entrap water as much as it can. Thereafter it was centrifuged to decant excess water and the obtained slurry was subjected to differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) at constant pressure under inert conditions. Further the hydrogel samples encapsulated with MNS were investigated for their *T*~2~ (transverse spin relaxation)-weighted contrasts enhance properties using commercial MR relaxometry. The pre-equilibrated aqueous dispersions of serially diluted hydrogel sample solutions; HGMNS-PEG-12, HGMNS-PEG-9\*, HGMNS-POSS-12, HGMNS-POSS-9\* at 37 °C were subjected to MR relaxometer (3T) to acquire *T*~2~ values for different Fe concentrations. The relaxivity values (*r*~2~) were calculated from the slope of 1/*T*~2~ versus Fe concentration for each sample. Further, the room-temperature *T*~2~-weighted phantom images of the aqueous dispersions of the same samples were acquired under clinical MRI scanner (GE healthcare, USA) with multiple spin echo sequence, 8 (repetition time TR/Echo time TE = 1290 ms/9.9, 19.8, 29.7, 39.6, 49.5, 59.4,69.3,79.2 ms), field of view FOV 160 mm, matrix size 256 × 256, and slice thickness = 3 mm.

4. Results and Discussion {#sec4}
=========================

The size, shape and monodispersity of the desired Fe~3~O~4~ nanostructures were confirmed by TEM prior to PEG/POSS functionalization (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a, b). The zeta-potential (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}c) after functionalization was found to be in the range of −40 mV, consistent with their colloidal stability in water.

The surface morphology and topography of hydrogels were further characterized using SEM and AFM. Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the representative SEM and AFM images of HG (a, c) and HGMNS (b, d) samples on silica substrate. Spherical shape and monodispersed size distribution with the typical size of ∼200 nm was observed.

![TEM images of Fe~3~O~4~ MNS (a) 9 nm and (b) 12 nm; (c) zeta potential of MNS functionalized with PEG and POSS; (d, e) size-distribution histograms of 9 and 12 nm MNS, respectively.](am-2014-01067j_0003){#fig3}

The presence of MNS inside hydrogel structures was confirmed under both bright and dark field imaging in TEM and by EDS (energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy) analysis. Both the bright and dark field images suggest a dense inorganic core (Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}a, b) covered by low contrast organic shadow. The iron content inside hydrogels can be explicitly identified using EDS (Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}c). Further structural characterization data on X-ray diffraction of MNS (Figure S1a in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}) along with Fourier transform infra-red (FT-IR) spectroscopy (see Figure S1b in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) of coated MNS (see Figure S2 in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}) to confirm the coating of MNS with PEG and POSS are presented in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}. Figure S3 and Figure S4 show the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra to confirm the polymerization of NIPAAm and the iron quantification through ICP-AES along with magnetization measurements of hydrogels-MNS samples using SQUID (superconducting quantum interference device) in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}.

![Representative (a, b) SEM and (c, d) AFM images of poly(NIPAAm)-based hydrogels revealing its spherical shape and size (200 nm): (a, c) hydrogels without MNS, (b, d) hydrogels embedded with MNS, confirming that the entrapment of Fe~3~O~4~ nanocrystals does not affect the hydrogels morphology. The inset histograms present the size-distribution of respective samples. The mean sizes are (c) 204 ± 10 and (d) 201 ± 18 nm.](am-2014-01067j_0004){#fig4}

![Representative TEM micrographs of hydrogels embedded with Fe~3~O~4~ MNS. (a, b) Bright- and dark-field pictures of hydrogels which appear very regular in shape and size where arrows pointing to the MNS. Inset in a is the magnified image of iron oxide as black dots. (c) EDS mapping for iron in the magnified version of HGMNS shown by square box in b. The peaks observed in the EDS plot for the selected area colored in blue (containing core particles) and red (neat organic region) confirms the presence of Fe~3~O~4~ embedded into hydrogel.](am-2014-01067j_0005){#fig5}

Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the LCST determination of all the four HGMNS samples using DSC thermogram. The peak represents the endothermic change in the system as the temperature crosses LCST. The LCST of poly(NIPAAm)-HG is found to be approximately 30 °C. However, for HGMNS samples, relatively a broad transition is observed with a maximum around 40 °C. The observed upward shifting in LCST of about 10 °C due to presence of MNS into hydrogels is consistent with the earlier reports.^[@ref10]^

![Differential scanning calorimetric (DSC) thermograms of hydrogel-MNS samples along with base hydrogel (HG). The presence of Fe~3~O~4~ MNS causes upward shifting in LCST of HG by about 10 °C as indicated by the peak positions, with little broader transition.](am-2014-01067j_0006){#fig6}

Because the LCST of hydrogels is the result of competition between hydrophilic and hydrophobic constituents of the hydrogels, it is expected that due to the introduction of aqueous stabilized MNS, there should be upward shifting in the LCST of HGMNS because of the hydrophilic nature of PEG- and POSS-coated Fe~3~O~4~ MNS. It may also be noted that the cross-linking of PEG with NIPAAm has already been reported to have raised the LCST of polymeric hydrogels and we believe the aqueous stabilized POSS nanostructures would equally cause shift in it if incorporated within hydrogels because of their hydrophilic character.

Similar studies carried out with poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) gels incorporated with Fe~3~O~4~ MNS resulted into nanostructures providing "barrier to heat" to the polymer segments.^[@ref30]^ It is postulated that the adhesive interaction between nanostructures and polymer matrix restrict the segments mobility and thus leads to greater degree of thermal stability. This phenomenon of the rise in transition temperature finds a parallel in the polymer--nanostructure filler effect, where "hard" silica nanospheres act as obstacles to the inter-diffusion of "soft" polymeric segments of poly(butyl methacrylate) and thereby alter the diffusion rate of the polymer and raises the glass transition.^[@ref31]^

Fe~3~O~4~ plays an important role in diagnostic imaging of cancer because of its *T*~2~ MR contrast enhancement characteristic when localized at the lesion site. The MR contrast enhancement can be understood in terms of shortening of spin--spin relaxation time characterized by *T*~2~. Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}a shows the plot of 1/*T*~2~ versus iron concentration plot of four major HGMNS samples with highest iron content (500 ppm of Fe). The slope of the straight-fit line yields the *r*~2~ value for the corresponding plot. The *r*~2~ values are found to be higher for hydrogels embedded with PEG-Fe~3~O~4~ than that of POSS-Fe~3~O~4~ for the same size of MNS. Quantitatively, it is 173 mM^--1^ s^--1^ for HGMNS-PEG-12 against 129 mM^--1^ s^--1^ for HGMNS-POSS-12, whereas these values are 129 and 112 mM^--1^ s^--1^ respectively for 9 nm size. These differences further suggest the formation of large localized aqueous layer around MNS surface in case of PEG than that in POSS leading it to shorter spin--spin relaxation time (*T*~2~). Apart from this, for larger size, 12 nm, the *r*~2~ values are higher than that of smaller size, 9 nm, MNS for the functionalization, which can be attributed to the more pronounced spin-canting effect in smaller-sized MNS.^[@ref32]^

Here, it is imperative to bring the concept propounded and studied by Vuong and Pothayee et al.^[@ref33],[@ref34]^ to empirically estimate the *r*~2~ of the MNS which has square dependency with size (*d*) divided by internal volume fraction (Φ~intra~) of hydrated MNS. The ratios of relaxivities (*r*~2~) for hydrogels embedded with PEG and POSS functionalized MNS of the sizes 12 and 9 nm are calculated to be approx. 1.34 and 1.15, respectively. When these values are compared with the empirically calculated ratio for the squares of the diameter of the MNS (excluding the factor of Φ~intra~), which is approx. 1.77, these are found to be a bit smaller. The differences can be attributed to the several experimental parameters like spacing in embedded MNS inside hydrogels, the variation in Φ~intra~, and variation in water diffusion coefficient inside hydrogels.^[@ref34]^

Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}b is the room temperature *T*~2~ -weighted phantom color images for serially diluted iron concentrations corroborating the data obtained for relaxivity of the corresponding samples. The rise in the color inhomogeneity from higher to lower Fe concentration can be ascribed to the dominant noise level in the MR contrast images.

![MR contrast characteristics of hydrogel-MNS samples. (a) Relaxivity rate (*r*~2~) measurements of HGMNS embedded with PEG and POSS functionalized MNS (9 and 12 nm). The *r*~2~ is the slope of the straight-fit line drawn for 1/*T*~2~ vs. iron concentrations of the corresponding sample. (b) *T*~2~-weighted phantom color images at five serially diluted iron concentrations of the same samples corroborating the *r*~2~ data.](am-2014-01067j_0007){#fig7}

Some recent reports on MR relaxivities measurements for MNS-based systems are worth to be discussed here. Recently, Barick et al.^[@ref35]^ synthesized carboxyl-functionalized MNS of 6 (± 0.5) nm size and noted the *r*~2~ values of approximately 197 mM^--1^ s^--1^ studied under for the same field parameters. In contrast, the obtained difference in *r*~2~ value obtained for MNS when embedded in hydrogel (e.g., HGMNS-PEG-12, ∼173 mM^--1^ s^--1^) can be attributed to the hydrogel encapsulation of MNS, which hinders their extended aqueous interaction in the solution. Furthermore, on a comparative note, Balasubramaniam and co-workers^[@ref36]^ reported the poly(NIPAAm)-coated Fe~3~O~4~ MNS for their temperature-dependent *T*~2~ relaxation behavior. However, the system does not serve the purpose of carrying a therapeutic with it and to delivering it upon RF stimulation at the site of interest. More recently, Zhu et al.^[@ref37]^ designed a thermoresponsive magnetic/optical imaging probe with poly(styrene-NIPAAm) core--shell nanoparticles encasing Eu^3+^ and Fe~3~O~4~ MNS. The animal experiments carried out on rats exhibited significantly high transverse relaxivity values of the system, which reduced the liver and spleen *T*~2~-weighted signals by about 85%. Furthermore, the observed *r*~2~ values (approx. 173 mM^--1^ s^--1^) for HGMNS-PEG-12 in the present study is quite comparable to the previously reported values for Fe~3~O~4~-based systems and appear suitable for practical applications.

The samples were further investigated for their drug loading and release efficacy through RF activation of embedded MNS, which may stimulate triggered behavior and hence release the loaded therapeutics. The cargo was encapsulated and delivered from HGMNS-PEG-12 under RF, water-bath, and without RF simultaneously. After encapsulation of cargo, the values of EE, FWR, and LC were calculated for DOX and fluorescein using the eqs [1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [2](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and [3](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}, respectively described in section [2.3](#sec2.3){ref-type="other"}.

For DOX these values were calculated to be 25% or 6 μg mg^--1^ or 3.6 × 10^--11^ μg/hydrogel (EE), 2.5% (FWR), and 0.625 % (LC), whereas for fluorescein, these parameters were 30% or 3 μg mg^--1^ or 2.2 × 10^--11^ μg/hydrogel (EE), 1.25% (FWR), and 0.375% (LC), respectively. Clearly the FWR and LC of DOX in hydrogels appeared to be higher than fluorescein. DOX has pKa values of roughly 8.2; because of its amphoteric nature, it gets NH~3~^+^ formation in aqueous media due to the protonation of pendent amine group. The net pH of the aqueous suspension of sample with DOX is observed to be approx. 4.84 ± 0.02, indicating extended interaction of DOX molecules with hydrogels which has negative zeta potentials (approx. -- 9 mV), thus facilitating higher loading into hydrogels. Fluorescein on the other hand with pKa value of 6.4 does not exhibit as much solubility because of the presence of carboxyl and hydroxyl groups, which remain partially charged. The net pH of the sample suspension with fluorescein is measured to be 5.17 ± 0.08 indicating a lesser level of pH change leading to comparatively lower FWR and LC values. The detail results of percent release of DOX and fluorescein from the samples with fluorescence spectral evolution Figure S6) and further the cumulative DOX release from HGMNS-PEG-12 (Figure S7) are described in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}.

To determine the required dose for cell cytotoxicity studies, we exposed 4 mg of sample loaded with DOX to RF for various durations and maintained at 37 °C inside the incubator thereafter to mimic the cellular environment. Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} shows the drug release data for HGMNS-PEG-12 when exposed to RF for durations; 1, 2, and 3 h prior to maintaining at 37 °C for 24 or 48 h to mimic the physiological conditions. As can be seen from the plot, 48 h incubation stimulates higher amount of drug release than 24 h incubation at 37 °C for the same duration of field exposure. Furthermore, there is nearly a release of 33% DOX from the sample if exposed to RF for 1 and 24 h incubation at 37 °C as opposed to only 14% if maintained at 37 °C without any prior RF exposures. Furthermore, longer duration (2 or 3 h) of RF exposures as compared to 1 h does not show much enhancement in release percentage indicating RF saturation. Interestingly, the release percentages for four cycles of 15 min RF exposures (total 1 h) each at an interval of 15 min have produced slightly lower drug release than that of 1 h continuous RF exposure. Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"} displays the details of DOX release from HGMNS-PEG-12 in terms of actual mass.

![DOX release from hydrogels-MNS composite HGMNS-PEG-12 for different time-intervals of RF exposures followed by incubation at 37 °C for the mentioned time period.](am-2014-01067j_0008){#fig8}

It should be mentioned here that no temperature rise of the overall solution was noted at macroscopic level when the sample was exposed to RF field for 1 h, possibly because of the low magnetization of the order of ∼0.1 emu g^--1^ measured in a field of 20 kOe (data shown in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}, Figure S4) and/or rapid dissipation of thermal load in the solution. However, a small micro-environmental temperature rise surrounding MNS cannot be ruled out.^[@ref38]^ In a study carried out by Polo et al.^[@ref38]^ when fluorescent-modified poly(NIPAAm) copolymer coated onto Fe~3~O~4~ MNS was subjected to RF field, they observed an increased fluorescent intensity instantly without any perceptible macroscopic rise in temperature of the aqueous suspension, suggesting the presence of localized heating. The synergistic effect of localized heating as well as mechanical vibrations/oscillations of MNS under RF field likely explains the higher percentage release of drug. This is further supported by in vitro cell therapeutic studies discussed next.

###### Released DOX from HGMNS-PEG-12

  S. No.   HGMNS-PEG-12 (4 mg)                 released DOX (μg)   \% released
  -------- ----------------------------------- ------------------- -------------
  1        24 h incubation                     3.6 ± 0.05          14.4 ± 0.2
  2        48 h incubation                     4.6 ± 0.12          18.4 ± 0.48
  3        1 h RF + 24 h incubation            8.4 ± 1             33.6 ± 0.4
  4        (15 × 4) min RF + 24 h incubation   7.7 ± 0.8           30.8 ± 3.2
  5        1 h RF + 48 h incubation            10 ± 0.3            40 ± 1.2
  6        (15 × 4) min RF + 48 h incubation   9 ± 0.35            36 ± 1.4
  7        2 h RF + 24 h incubation            8.6 ± 0.01          34.4 ± 0.04
  8        3 h RF + 24 h incubation            8.6 ± 0.3           34.4 ± 1.2

Some of the recent research where cargo encapsulation and release has been attempted using composite carriers through localized heating of Fe~3~O~4~ NPs are noteworthy here.^[@ref39],[@ref40]^ Brule and co-workers^[@ref40]^ synthesized micrometer-size alginate spherical microbeads embedded with NPs for DOX release via RF stimulation. Interestingly, the loading of DOX into microbeads is comparatively low (approx. 3.4 μg mg^--1^), whereas the release percentage under 700 kHz and 270 Oe is reasonably high up to 60% because of high RF parameters used. On a comparative note, because of their aqueous content, the hydrogels provide better platform for cargo delivery with considerably smaller size that may facilitate their easy blood circulation.

On the basis of the MR relaxivity rate and drug release data, we selected HGMNS-PEG-12 for cell cytotoxicity studies using HeLa cells under RF field exposure. Images a and b in Figure [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} show the STEM cellular uptake of hydrogel-MNS, whereas panels c and d show the therapeutic efficacy results obtained for HGMNS-PEG-12 and iron uptake estimation using HeLa cell lines. As can be seen in the STEM images, the hydrogel's uptake has taken place after 24 h of incubation. The hydrogels look aggregated and fused which we believe is due to the polymerization temperature (≥60 °C) during resin embedding of the sample for imaging. To clarify this, we further carried out STEM imaging of the hydrogel samples dried at 30, 40, 50, 60, and 70 °C for 24 h inside a temperature-controlled incubator. The obtained images confirmed that no distortions or morphological changes appeared up to 50 °C, whereas at 70 °C, they tend to lose their shape and merge altogether. The results are shown in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} (Figure S8).

Furthermore, the cell therapeutic effects of HGMNS-PEG-12 shown in Figure [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}c indicate that hydrogels are appreciably (*p* ≤ 0.005) biocompatible by themselves. However, the viability of cancer cells incubated with DOX-loaded magnetic hydrogels goes down to nearly 70% with respect to control, which further declined significantly (*p* ≤ 0.05) to ∼20% when exposed to RF for 1 h. Thus, it should be emphasized that the DOX release inside cells under the RF field is primarily responsible for cell death. Here, we believe the local rise in the temperature in the vicinity of MNS^[@ref38]^ inside the hydrogel as well as the magneto-mechanical perturbation^[@ref41]^ together caused by RF field facilitates the enhanced drug release, thereby leading to increased cell death.

The iron uptake estimations of HeLa cells carried out for three different concentrations of HGMNS-PEG-12 along with control using the ICP-MS method are presented in Figure [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}d. The obtained values expressed in femtomoles indicated the monotonous rise in iron uptake with increased sample concentration from 4, 8, to 16 mg for 24 h incubation. Approximately 22 fmoles iron/cell were obtained for 16 mg of sample incubated into 100 000 cells.

![STEM images of cellular uptake of magnetic hydrogels. (a, b) Transverse section of cells at (a) low and (b) high magnifications. The hydrogels as indicated by arrows appear fused and aggregated forming a torus ring due to the processing at elevated temperature during cell sample preparation. (c) Percent cell viability of HeLa cell lines treated with HGMNS-PEG-12 and exposed to RF field, along with respective controls. (d) Iron uptake measurements of HeLa cells when sample HGMNS-PEG-12 incubated for 24 h in different concentrations. Results are expressed as mean ± s.d. (*n* = 3). \**p* ≤ 0.05 and \*\**p* ≤ 0.005.](am-2014-01067j_0009){#fig9}

This study was designed to develop a multimodal imaging and therapeutics (theranostic) carrier, which can deliver the anti-cancer agent upon RF activation of magnetic nanostructures with improved efficacy in cancer cell death with low MNS concentration. Because of their thermoresponsive nature, hydrogels provide a soft polymeric mesh for entrapment of MNS as well for therapeutics, which can be released in a controlled fashion by the application of an external high-frequency RF field. Because of the low Fe~3~O~4~ concentration, there is no noticeable macroscopic rise in the hydrogel solution temperature. However, the release profile of DOX suggests that in addition to possible localized temperature rise in close vicinity of MNS, the soft mechanical integrity of the polymeric mesh may be very sensitive to any oscillations/vibrations induced by the RF field and hence influence the drug release behavior significantly. The rapidly oscillating field gradient within the coil may also generate the required mechanical force to rupture the local polymeric mesh, resulting in enhanced release of local therapeutics.

A few studies with this rationale may be worthy of mention. Paoli et al.^[@ref5]^ demonstrated the effect of an oscillating magnetic field (0.3 Hz) on the release behaviour of magnetic collagen gels. They suggested that under the oscillating magnetic field, the magnetic nanostructures vibrate and provide the required force for local release of entrapped cargo. They further concluded that the cell death and the release behavior are mainly due to mechanical vibrations induced by the oscillating magnetic field. Kim et al.^[@ref41]^ also used alternating magnetic field of very low frequency (on the order of tens of Hz creating an oscillation), which transmits a mechanical force to the cell causing cell death. Edelman et al.,^[@ref42]^ similarly, advocated mechanical effects in drug release in the presence of an oscillating magnetic field. Most of these studies relating the release behavior and/or cell death to mechano-magnetic effects have been conducted with low-frequency oscillating fields.

The present work demonstrates the potential for the soft polymeric hydrogel nanoconstruct encapsulated with MNS in diagnostic MR imaging as well as inhibiting cancer under high-frequency RF field. The aqueous stabilized MNS embedded into hydrogels; especially MNHG-PEG-12 with 12 nm PEG-functionalized MNS resulted in high value of transverse relaxivity. The composition further exhibited enhanced drug release and cell killing efficacy under externally applied RF field. Quantitatively, 80% cell death occurred because of synergistic effect of local heating as well as magnetic oscillations when HeLa cell lines incubated with sample exposed to RF field for an hour. Several other recent attempts^[@ref43]−[@ref46]^ carried out toward this are valuable and extended to the understanding of RF-induced therapeutics release with no emphasis on investigation of cell killing efficacy with anti-cancer agents or uptake of hydrogels, which forms promise for real applications. Some other works in this direction where particular nanocarriers^[@ref47],[@ref48]^ loaded with MNS were used to treat cancer cells are noteworthy here; however, reports on hydrogel-based carriers are limited. We believe these results are promising and open up a new modality to diagnose and treat cancer through noninvasive remotely controlled chemotherapeutic using hydrogel nanoconstructs where the therapeutic agent can be delivered because of the synergistic effect of local heat as well as magneto-mechanical oscillation of the soft polymeric segments.

5. Summary & Conclusions {#sec5}
========================

The nanoscale magnetic hydrogels based on poly(*N*-isopropylacrylamide) were developed for theranostic application. The hydrogels embedded with low concentration of Fe~3~O~4~ magnetic nanostructures (MNS) resulted in an LCST of ∼40 °C. No macroscopic temperature rise was noticeable when magnetic hydrogels were placed in the RF field for up to 1 h, mainly because of a localized rise in temperature in the microenvironmental surrounding of MNS, which dissipates heat rapidly inside hydrogels. The system with PEG-functionalized MNS of the size of 12 nm (HGMNS-PEG-12) was observed to have sufficient MR relaxivity (*r*~2~) values (173 mM^--1^ s^--1^). The system was further investigated for its efficacy for drug delivery and cytotoxicity using HeLa cell lines. RF-induced drug release experiment showed more than two-fold enhanced release of DOX as compared with room temperature released amount. Further in vitro cell death of approximately 80% was observed under the RF field as compared to only 30% without RF exposure. In conclusion, we believe that the hydrogel system embedded with PEG-functionalized MNS with 12 nm size is an excellent candidate for theranostic applications where therapy and diagnostics are performed using the same agent.

XRD, FT-IR, and XPS data for Fe~3~O~4~ MNS. NMR spectra for polyNIPAAm hydrogels, iron concentration, and magnetization measurements of HGMNS samples. The experimental protocols and fluorescence spectra evolution results for cargo (fluorescein and DOX) encapsulation and release. Cumulative drug release of DOX from HGMNS-PEG-12. Brief investigation about distorted morphology of hydrogels after cell uptake through STEM. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at <http://pubs.acs.org/>.
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Poly(NIPAAm)

:   poly(*N*-isopropylacrylamide)

MNS

:   magnetic nanostructure

HG

:   hydrogel

HGMNS

:   hydrogel-magnetic nanostructure

LCST

:   lower critical solution temperature

DOX

:   doxorubicin

PEG

:   poly-ethylene glycol

POSS

:   polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane

STEM

:   scanning transmission electron microscopy

DSC

:   differential scanning calorimetry

HGMNS-PEG-9 and HGMNS-POSS-9

:   denote the hydrogel-MNS system embedded with MNS of the size 9 nm functionalized by PEG and POSS molecules respectively
